Comments on “Usefulness of the eyeball exposure area as an eye measurement modality through a comparison between eyes with inborn double eyelids and operated double eyelids”
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These comments refer to a paper recently published in Archives of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery (Kim et al. Usefulness of the eyeball exposure area as an eye measurement modality through a comparison between eyes with inborn double eyelids and operated double eyelids) [1]. I read this paper with interest because it provides anthropometric data on young Korean women.

The authors measured 92 eyes with natural double eyelids and 76 eyes with only double eyelidplasty, and compared these groups through measurements of the exposed eyeball area and palpebral fissure height. These values were adjusted to a percentage value, and the authors performed measurements and corrected their findings to match the average corneal diameter (11.3 mm) of Korean women previously reported by Bae et al. [2].

As shown in Fig. 1, the author used this mean value (11.3 mm) as the "vertical corneal diameter" [1]. However, this value is not the mean value of the "vertical corneal diameter," because Bae et al. [2] measured only the "horizontal corneal diameter." The human cornea is not a perfect circle. According to Wolff’s Anatomy, the mean vertical corneal diameter (10.6 mm) is shorter than the mean horizontal corneal diameter (11.75 mm) [3]. Therefore, the results of the authors’ values should be corrected according to the vertical/horizontal ratio of the human cornea.
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